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1. T. Van de Ven [3] has recently shown that there exist real 4-
dimensional manifolds which admit almost complex structures but 
admit no complex structures, e.g. SlXS* # SlXSz # CP(2). The pur
pose of this note is to show that this is an unstable phenomenon. 

Let Mn be a C00 w-dimensional real manifold without boundary and 
let TM be its tangent bundle. Rk is real Euclidean fe-space and Ch is 
complex &-space. 

DEFINITION 1. Mn admits a stable complex structure if MnXRk can 
be given the structure of a complex analytic manifold for some k ^ 0, 
n = k (mod 2). 

Let £m be an m-plane bundle over Mn. 
DEFINITION 2. A stable complex structure for £w is a reduction of the 

group of (•»©€* to U((m+k)/2) for some feâO, m^k (mod 2). 
DEFINITION 3. A stable almost complex structure for Mn is a stable 

complex structure for TM> 

PROPOSITION. Mn admits a stable complex structure if and only if it 
admits a stable almost complex structure. 

2. I t is clear that a stable complex structure carries with it a stable 
almost complex structure. We show the converse is true. 

We can assume Mn is a real analytic manifold. There exists a com
plex ^-dimensional manifold iVJ? (of real dimension 2n) and a real 
analytic embedding i: Mn QNc [4]. Regarding N as a real mani
fold, it is easy to see from the construction of [4] that v(i)y the normal 
bundle of the embedding, is equivalent to TM\ i.e., TN\ M^TM^BTM-
Let UC.N be a tubular neighborhood of M in N and let r: U-^M be 
the bundle projection (U is identified with the total space of v(i)). 
One can construct an open neighborhood, V, of M in 
U(MCVCUCN) which is a domain of holomorphy [2]. Let r : V—>M 
be the restriction of r : U—*M. 

Let v2n+1 be the stable normal bundle to Mn. TM©z'2n+1~e3n+1. 
TM admits a stable complex structure if and only if v does. Assume 
now that there is a bundle <x over M with fiber Cm and group U(m) 
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and an i^2m-bundle equivalence ƒ: <r—n>® efc, 2n+k + l = 2m. We have 
r*a over V. By Satz II of [ l ] , we can assume r*cr is a holomorphic 
vector bundle over V. Let I I : E—>V be the bundle projection. Con
sidering E as a real analytic manifold we have 

TE | M « n*7T | M 0 n W I M 

« ry | I f ® r*<7 | M 

« TAT I M 0 O" 

« rM e TM e v e €fc 

Therefore the embedding A f C ^ C E has a trivial normal bundle. 
M w X i ? 3 n + H 1 can now be regarded as an open subset of E and so it 
inherits the structure of a complex manifold from the complex struc
ture on E. Q.E.D. 
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